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Abstract: Due to the popularization and application of mobile phones and the Fifth Generation 

(5G) communication technology in the smart city, it’s easy for people to use the internet service at 

anytime and anywhere. While providing convenience, mobile networks face a series of challenges 

in security and privacy protection due to the ability of the terminal. Recently, Xiong et al. designed 

an anonymous authentication scheme based on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) for roaming in 

smart city. However, we show that their scheme lacks of two-factor security, and suffers from 

impersonation attack. To fix these problems, an improved roaming authentication protocol with 

two-factor security is proposed, which is security by using applied pi calculus based formal 

validation tool ProVerif, and it has high computational efficiency by comparison with some related 

schemes. 

Keywords: Smart city; Anonymity; Authentication; Two-factor security; ProVerif 

 

1. Introduction 

Smart city plays an important role in managing assets and resources efficiently, city 

operations and services and connect to citizens, etc. Since the birth of wireless communication 

technology, it has brought greatly convenience to people’s life. From First Generation (1G) to 

Forth Generation (4G) communication technology, mobile communication technology 

refreshes the limits of data transmission and storage capacity constantly. The Fifth Generation 

(5G) communication technology [1-4] is a current research hotspot that can satisfy more 

demands of devices in the next few years. According to [1], it is expect that 5G technology 

may meet some requirements such as high network capacity and data rates, lower 

computational and transmission cost, acceptable cost of infrastructures, lower latency, high 

security, seamless roaming, intelligence, etc. 5G technology has great impetus to smart city. 

Global mobile network is the basic network of 5G communication technology that provides 

roaming service for mobile users.  
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A complete mobile roaming network is modeled as three participants, mobile user (MU), 

foreign agent (FA) and home agent (HA). To ensure MU’s information can be transmitted 

safely in the wireless network environment, MU and FA must be authenticated each other 

with the assistance of HA, and establish a session key, which encrypts or decrypts messages 

in public channels. In recent years, a large number of two-factor (password and smart card) 

authentication protocols for roaming are proposed. But most of them are proved to be suffered 

from various attacks (including password guessing attacks, impersonate attacks, replay 

attacks, verifier-table stolen attacks, and DoS attack, etc), or lack of some security characters 

(including user anonymity, perfect forward secrecy, fair key agreement, and session key 

security, etc).  

1.1 Related work 

In 2004, Zhu et al. [5] proposed a first anonymous authentication scheme for roaming 

based on one-time symmetric key, smart card and hash function. But Lee et al. [6] 

demonstrated that Zhu et al.’s scheme exists some security flaws, such as mutual 

authentication and resist the forgery attack, and then they proposed a new one to remedy these 

flaws. After that, Wu et al. [7] and Chang et al. [8] independently demonstrated that Lee et 

al.’s scheme does not achieve user anonymity, and proposed minor improvement of Lee et 

al.’s scheme. Later some researchers [9-12] independently demonstrated that Wu et al. and 

Chang et al.’s schemes do also not achieve user anonymity. In 2012, Mun et al. [13] designed 

a new one to remedy the flaw of [7], which is pointed out to be unable to resist man in the 

middle attack, offline password guessing attack and lacks of perfect forward secrecy later [14-

15]. Karuppiah et al. [16] also demonstrated that Kang et al.’s [17] improvement of [7] does 

not achieve perfect forward secrecy and user anonymity, and proposed an improvement one. 

In 2017, Xiong et al. [18] demonstrated that Karuppiah et al.’s scheme [16] lacks of perfect 

forward secrecy and session key update, suffers from the session key security and faces clock 

synchronization problem. 

In 2011, He et al. [19] designed a new lightweight authentication scheme for roaming. 

Unfortunately, their scheme can’t resist impersonate attack and replay attack, and lacks of 

user anonymity. Later on, two lightweight anonymous authentication schemes [20-21] are 

introduced, Xie et al. [22, 23] demonstrated that these schemes can’t achieve user anonymity 

and presented a two-factor roaming authentication scheme. However, He et al. [24] proved 

that the scheme of [22] is exposed to camouflage server and user attack, and then fixed these 

flaws. 

Based on quadratic residue assumption, He et al. [25] presented a new anonymous 

roaming authentication scheme. Unfortunately, Jiang et al. [26] declared that their scheme 

can’t resist password guessing attack, and then presented an anonymous user authentication 

scheme for roaming. Wen et al. [27] pointed out that the scheme of [26] can’t resist replay 

attack and verifer-table stolen attack, and presented an improved one to fix it. Gope et al. [28] 
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found that the scheme of [27] is also insecure, which can’t resist impersonate attack, replay 

attack, session key disclosure, and does not provide perfect forward and backward secrecy. 

Farash et al. [29] also demonstrated that Wen et al.’s scheme [27] suffers from session key 

disclosure attack and known session key attack, and pointed out that Shin et al.’s scheme [30] 

suffers from impersonation attacks and session key disclosure attack, and does not achieve 

user’s untraceability, so they proposed a new scheme to fix these problems. Unfortunately, 

Chaudhry et al. [31] showed that Farash et al.’s scheme is vulnerable to session key disclosure 

attack and impersonation attack, and does not provide mobile user anonymity. In 2017, Xie et 

al. [32] designed a first roaming authentication scheme based on Chaotic Maps in wireless 

network.  

1.2 Our contribution 

In the paper, we declared that the scheme of [18] is insecure, which suffers from 

impersonation attack, and lacks of two-factor security. Besides, we found an error of their 

scheme, which may be unworkable. To fix these flaws, we design a security enhancement 

scheme for roaming in smart city.  

The reminder of this article is presented as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the 

scheme of [18]. The cryptanalysis of [18] and our scheme are given in Sections 3 and 4. Next, 

the formal proof and security analysis of our scheme are presented in Sections 5 and 6. 

Section 7 is the comparisons of efficiency and security. Finally is the paper’s conclusion. 

2. Review of Xiong et al.’s scheme 

Xiong et al’s scheme consists of five phases: initialization, registration, authentication and 

key agreement, session key update and password update, here we only give the first three 

phases. Some notations are defined in Table 1.  

Table 1 Notations 

Notations                     Description 

HA,FA, MU, Home agent, Foreign agent, Mobile user, 

HT ,
ET ,

HT  Identities of MU , FA , HA 

ET  MU’s password 

HT  The shared key between FA and HA in advance 

MT ,
SET  Symmetric encryption and decryption functions with the key k 

EXPT  A secure one-way hash function 

HT  An additive group defined over a finite field 
SET  

EXPT  A generator on 
HT  with large order 

MT  
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HT ,
MT  The private key and public key of HA 

 

2.1 Initialization 

HA generates the public parameters { E , p , G , ()h , ()kE , ()kD }, selects a random 

number 
*

HA px Z  as a private key and calculates the public key 
HAX x P . Then HA 

saves 
HAx  and publishes the public parameters. In addition, HA and FA have already 

established a shared secret key 
FHK in advance by other key agreement protocol. 

2.2 Registration 

MU can register to HA by the following steps. 

Step 1: MU selects his identity 
MUID  and password 

MUPW , then generates a random 

nonce b  and computes ( || )MU MURPW h PW b , ( || || )MU MU MUA h ID PW b . Later 

MU submits the registration message {
MUID ,

MURPW ,
MUA } to HA securely. 

Step 2: HA chooses a random nonce 
MUr  and calculates ||MU MU HA B h ( ID x ) , 

MU MU MU MUC B RPW r   , 
MU MU MUD B A  and 

( || || )MU MU MU MUE h ID RPW r . Then HA stores {
MUC ,

MUE ,
HAID , X } into a smart 

card (SC), and submits it with 
MUD  to MU via a secret channel, where X is public key of 

HA.  

Step 3: MU calculates
MU MUF D b  , ( || )MU MU MUG h ID PW b  , and stores 

{
MUF ,

MUG } into his SC. That is, the SC includes {
MUC ,

MUE ,
HAID ,

MUF ,
MUG , X }. 

2.3 Authentication and key agreement  

If MU wants to get roaming service from FA, MU and FA must be authenticated each other 

and established the session key with the assistance of HA by the following steps. 

Step 1: MU inputs his identity 
MUID and password 

MUPW . The mobile device 

computes ' ( || )MU MU MUb G h ID PW  , ' ( || || )MU MU MUA h ID PW b , 

' 'MU MU MUB F A b   , ' ( || ')MU MURPW h PW b , ' ' 'MU MU MU MUr C B RPW   , 

and checks if ? ( || ' || ')MU MU MU MUE h ID RPW r  is correct. If the equation is not correct, 

reject it. Otherwise, MU generates a random number  *

pZ  and calculates  

1E P , 
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2E αX , 

3 2MUE ID E  , 

4 1( || ' || || || )MU MU FA HAE h ID B E ID ID , 

Then MU  submits login message 
1M ={

HAID ,
1E ,

3E ,
4E } to FA . 

Step 2: FA generates a random nonce  , and computes 
5E P  , 

6 1 3 4 5( || || || || || )FH FAE h K ID E E E E , Then FA sends 

2M ={
FAID ,

1E ,
3E ,

4E ,
5E ,

6E } to HA.  

Step 3: HA computes 
2 1' HA HAE x E x P  , 

3 2' 'MUID E E  , '' ( ' || )MU MU HAB h ID x  and checks if 

4 1? ' '' || ||MU MU FA HAE h(ID || B E || ID ID ||) . If the equation is correct, HA checks if 

6 1 3 4 5? ( || || )FH FAE h K ID E || E || E || E . If yes, HA authenticates FA and continues to 

calculate 
7 1 3( || || )FA FH HAE h ID K || ID || E E , 

8 2 3( ' '' || ' || )MU MUE h ID || B E E . 

Then HA returns the message 
3M ={

7E ,
8E } to FA. 

Step 4: FA compares whether 
7 1 3? ( || || )FA FH HAE h ID || K ID || E E  is true. If it is 

true, FA believes that massages from HA and MU are effective. Later FA calculates 

1 1 5||FMSK h( E || E E ) , 
9 8 3||FME h(SK || E E ) , and sends 

4M ={
5E ,

8E ,
9E } to 

MU. 

Step 5: MU first verifies 
8 2 3? ( ' || )MU MUE h ID || B || E E . If it’s true, MU calculates 

the session key
5 1 5? ||MFSK h( E || E E ) , and verifies if

9 8 3? ||MFE h(SK || E E )  to 

authenticate FA. If so, MU and HA share the same secret key 
5 1 5||MFSK h( E || E E ) . 

3. Cryptanalysis of Xiong et al.’s scheme 

The next analysis to show that Xiong et al.’s scheme is insecure. 

3.1 Suffer from impersonate attack 

In Xiong et al.’s scheme, when HA sends a response message 
3M ={

7E ,
8E } to FA, the 

adversary intercepts it, and generates a random nonce 
*

pg Z , calculates 

*

5E gP ,
* *

1 1 5( || || )SK h gE E E , 
* *

9 8 3( || || )E h SK E E . After that, he sends forgery 

message 
*

4M ={
*

5E ,
8E ,

*

9E } to MU. When MU receives message
*

4M , he can verify the 

correction of 
8 2 3MU MUR = h(ID ' || B ' || E ' || E ) , and compute the session key 
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* * *

5 1 5( || || )SK h E E E  and can also verify the correction of 
* *

9 8 3( || || )E h SK E E . 

That is, the adversary and MU can share a session key
* * *

5 1 5( || || )SK h E E E . 

  The reason why Xiong et al.’s scheme suffers from impersonate attack is that MU does not 

verify whether 
5E P is generated by the FA or not, which is an important parameter for 

generating the session key. 

3.2 Lack of two-factor security 

Two-factor security means that the scheme is secure, if either all data stored in SC including 

user’s identity or user’s password is compromised [33]. Why Xiong et al.’s scheme lacks of 

Two-factor security is that they designed the protocol without considering the two-factor 

security model, the details are as follows. 

Assume that an adversary can extract all data {
MUC ,

MUE ,
MUF ,

MUG ,
HAID , X } 

stored in SC and the mobile user’s identity 
MUID , then he can launch offline password 

guessing attack. Because the adversary can know 
1M ={

HAID ,
1E ,

3E ,
4E }from public 

channel, he can select password 
*

MUPW  and calculate 
* *

MU MU MUb = G h(ID  || PW  ) , 

* * *( || || )MU MU MUA h ID PW b , 
* * *

MU MU MUB = F  A b  , 
* * *

MU MURPW  = h(PW  ||b ) , 

* * *

MU MU MU MUr = C  B RPW  , then the adversary can verify if 

* *

MU MU MU MUE ?h(ID  || RPW || r )  and 
*

4 1? MU MU FA HAE = h(ID || B || E || ID || ID )  are 

correct? If so,
*

MUPW  is the correct password, and the adversary can know 

||MU MU HA B h ( ID x ) . Thus, the adversary can impersonate the user MU to login onto the 

FA and obtain the services. Otherwise the adversary selects another password 
*

MUPW  and 

continues to execute above process. 

3.3 An error 

In authentication and key agreement of Xiong et al.’s scheme, MU computes
2E αX and 

3 2MUE ID E  , where X  is public key of HA and is a point of elliptic curve, and 

MUID is an integer number. Therefore, it may unworkable. To fix this problem, we can 

correct it as 
3 2( )MUE ID h E  . 

4. The improved scheme 

In this section, we present an improved scheme to fix the flaws of Xiong et al.’s scheme. 
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4.1 Initialization 

This phase is the same as that of Xiong et al.’s scheme.  

4.2 Registration 

MU can register to HA by the following steps. 

Step 1: MU selects 
MUID  and 

MUPW , and a random nonce y , calculates 

1 ||MU MUC h(ID PW || y)  and sends {
MUID ,

1C } to HA . 

Step 2: HA computes 
2 1 ( || )MU HAC C h ID x  , where 

HAx  is a secret key of HA. 

Then HA stores {
2C , (.)h , P ,

HAX x P } into a SC and sends it to MU . 

Step 3: MU calculates 
3 2C C y   and 

4 ( || )MU MUC h ID PW y  . After that, 

MU  stores {
3C ,

4C , (.)h , P ,
HAX x P } into the SC. 

4.3 Login and authentication 

If MU wants to get roaming service from FA, MU and FA must be authenticated each other 

and establish the session key with the assistance of HA. The process is illustrated in algorithm 

1. 

Step 1: MU  inputs 
MUID and

MUPW , the device terminal calculates  

4' ( || )MU MUy h ID PW C  , 

3( || ) ' || 'MU HA MU MUh ID x C y h(ID PW || y )   , 

then chooses a random nonce 
*

1 pd Z  and computes 

1 1E d P , 

2 1E d X , 

3 2MUE ID h(E )  , 

4 1 2 3( || ) || || ||MU HA MU HA FAE h(h ID x ID || ID || ID || E E E ) . 

Then MU  submits 
1M ={

HAID ,
FAID ,

1E ,
3E ,

4E } to FA . 

Step 2: After receiving 
1M  from MU , FA  generates a random nonce 

2d  and 

calculates  

5 2E d P , 

6 1 5( || || || || )FH FA HAE h K ID ID M E , 

where 
FHK  is a shared key between FA  and HA . Then FA  sends 

2M ={
1M ,

5E ,
6E } to HA . 
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Step 3: When getting message 
2M  from FA , HA  verifies 

if
6 1 5( || || || || )FH FA HAE h K ID ID M E  is correct? If not, reject. Otherwise, HA  

calculates 

2 1 1' HA HAE x E x d P  , 

3 2' 'MUID E h(E )  , 

and verifies if 
4 1 2 3( ' || ) || || ' ||MU HA MU HA FAE h(h ID x ID || ID || ID || E E E ) is correct? If 

not, reject. Otherwise, HA calculates  

7 2 5( ( ' || ) || ' ' || )MU HA MU FA HAE h h ID x ID || ID || ID || E E , 

8 1 5 7( || || || )FA HA FHE h ID || ID || K E E E , 

Then, HA  returns 
3M ={

7E ,
8E } to FA . 

Step 4: After obtaining the message
3M , FA  verifies if 

8 1 5 7( || || || )FA HA FHE h ID || ID || K E E E  is correct? If not, reject. Otherwise, FA  

calculates the session key  
2 1 1 5|| ||FM FA HASK h(d E || E E ID || ID ) , 

9 7 3||FME h(SK || E E ) . Then FA  sends message 
4M ={

5E ,
7E ,

9E } to MU .  

Step 5: After receiving 
4M  from FA , MU  checks validity of 

7 2 5? ( ( || ) || || )MU HA MU FA HAE h h ID x ID || ID || ID || E E . If not, reject. Otherwise, MU 

calculates 
1 5 1 5|| ||MF FA HASK h(d E || E E ID || ID ) , and verifies the validity of 

9 7 3? ||FME h(SK || E E ) . If yes, MU  and FA  share a session key 
FMSK /

MFSK . 

4.4 Password update  

If MU needs to update his password, he inserts SC into the mobile device and enter his 

MUID , 
MUPW  and new password 

new

MUPW , then the device calculates 

4 ( || )MU MUy C h ID PW  ,  

3 3 || ||new new

MU MU MU MUC C h(ID PW || y) h(ID PW || y)   , 

4 4 ( || ) ( || )new new

MU MU MU MUC C h ID PW h ID PW   . Finally, {
3

newC ,
4

newC } is stored into 

the SC instead of {
3C ,

4C }. 
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MU        
public channels        FA          

public channels        HA  

*

1

4

3

1 1

2 1

3 2

4 1 2 3

Inputs 

generates a nonce  

computes

( || )

( || ) ||

( || ) || || ||

MU MU

p

MU MU

MU HA MU MU

MU

MU HA MU HA FA

ID ,PW

d Z

y h ID PW C

h ID x C y h(ID PW || y)

E d P

E d X

E ID h(E )

E h(h ID x ID || ID || ID || E E E )



 

  





 



 

              1 1 3 4{ , , , , }HA FAM ID ID E E E  

                       

*

2

5 2

6 1 5

Generates a nonce 

( || || || || )

p

FH FA HA

d Z

E d P

E h K ID ID M E







 

2 1 5 6{ , , }M M E E  

6 1 5

2 1 1

3 2

4 1 2 3

7 2 5

8 1 5 7

Verifies ? ( || || || || )

'

' '

? ( ' || ) || || ' ||

( ( ' || ) || ' ' || )

( || || ||

FH FA HA

HA HA

MU

MU HA MU HA FA

MU HA MU FA HA

FA HA FH

E h K ID ID M E

E x E x d P

ID E h(E )

E h(h ID x ID || ID || ID || E E E )

E h h ID x ID || ID || ID || E E

E h ID || ID || K E E E



 

 





 )

 
3 7 8{ }M E E  

8 1 5 7

2 1 1 5

9 7 3

Verifies ? ( || || || )

|| ||

||

FA HA FH

FM FA HA

FM

E h ID || ID || K E E E

SK h(d E || E E ID || ID )

E h(SK || E E )







 

4 5 7 9{ , , }M E E E              

7 2 5

1 5 1 5

9 7 3

Verifies  ? ( ( || ) || || )

? || ||

verifies ? ||

MU HA MU FA HA

MF FA HA

MF

E h h ID x ID || ID || ID || E E

SK h(d E || E E ID || ID )

E h(SK || E E )







      

The session key is 
1 2 1 2|| ||FM FA HASK h(d d P||d P d P ID || ID )  

Algorithm 1. Login and authentication of the our scheme 

5. Formal verification 

We apply formal verification tool ProVerif [34] which based on applied pi calculus [35] to 

verify authentication and security of our improved protocol. The ProVerif code is divided into 

three prats.  

First is the declaration part that gives all definitions such as variables, constants, 

functions, equations, events and transmission channels, etc. Channel sch is used as a private 
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channel between HA and MU in the registration, fmch and fhch are used as public 

communication channels between MU and FA, HA and FA, respectively, cch is the channel 

that all parameters are published by HA: 

free sch:channel [private]. 

free cch:channel. 

free fmch:channel. 

free fhch:channel. 

According to our protocol, P is a constant generator of elliptic curve. All participants 

MU, FA, HA need their free names IDMU, IDFA and IDHA. PWMU, xHA are defined as 

MU’s password and HA’s secret key, respectively. KFH is used as a pre-shared key between 

HA and FA. The most important free name SKFM, SKMF are used as a goal of session key 

security verification. 

const P:bitstring. 

free IDMU:bitstring [private]. 

free IDFA:bitstring. 

free IDHA:bitstring. 

free PWMU:bitstring [private]. 

free xHA:bitstring [private]. 

free KFH:bitstring [private]. 

free SKFM:bitstring [private]. 

free SKMF:bitstring [private]. 

The function h() represents a secure one-way hash function. The function concat() 

represents the bit-concatenation function. The functions xor(), mult() are modeled as the xor 

operation, the multiplication operation in elliptic curve cryptography, respectively.  

fun h(bitstring):bitstring. 

fun concat(bitstring):bitstring. 

fun xor(bitstring,bitstring):bitstring. 

fun mult(bitstring,bitstring):bitstring. 

equation forall a:bitstring,b:bitstring;xor(xor(a,b),b)=a. 

equation forall a:bitstring,b:bitstring;mult(a,mult(b,P))=mult(b,mult(a,P)). 

In the second part, all actions of every participant process are structured as follows.  

Registration phase: 

Message 1: MU-->HA:{
MUID ,

1C } 

Message 2: HA-->MU:{
2C , X } 

Login and authentication phase: 

Message 3: MU-->FA:{
HAID ,

FAID ,
1E ,

3E ,
4E } 

Message 4: FA-->HA:{
1M ,

5E ,
6E } 

Message 5: HA-->FA:{
7E ,

8E } 
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Message 6: FA-->MU:{
5E ,

7E ,
9E } 

The process of MU consists of two different parts. In the registration process, MU 

submits his registration message 1 to HA and accepts message 2 from HA. The process codes 

are executed over secure channel sch. In the authentication, MU sends login message 3 to FA 

and waits for authentication message 6 from FA. Later MU performs the process of 

calculating and verifying the session key SKMF. The above processes are executed over 

public channel fmch. The ProVerif codes MUProcess are designed as: 

let MUProcess= 

  new y:bitstring; 

 let C1=h(concat((IDMU,PWMU,y))) in 

 out(sch,(IDMU,C1)); 

 in(sch,(xC2:bitstring,xX:bitstring)); 

 let C3=xor(xC2,y) in 

 let C4=xor(y,h(concat((IDMU,PWMU)))) in 

 

 !(let y'=xor(C4,h(concat((IDMU,PWMU)))) in 

 let sv=xor(xor(C3,y'),h(concat((IDMU,PWMU,y')))) in 

 new d1:bitstring; 

 let E1=mult(d1,P) in 

 let E2=mult(d1,xX) in 

 let E3=xor(IDMU,h(E2)) in 

 let E4=h(concat((sv,IDMU,IDHA,IDFA,E1,E2,E3))) in 

 let M1=concat((IDHA,IDFA,E1,E3,E4)) in 

 out(fmch,M1); 

 event MUstartHA(E2); 

 

 in(fmch,xM4:bitstring); 

 let (xE5:bitstring,xxE7:bitstring,xE9:bitstring)=xM4 in 

 if xxE7=h(concat((sv,IDMU,IDFA,IDHA,E2,xE5))) then 

  event HAendMU(xxE7); 

  let SKMF=h(concat((mult(d1,xE5),E1,xE5,IDFA,IDHA))) in 

  if xE9=h(concat((SKMF,xxE7,E3))) then 

   event FAendMU(xE9)). 

The process of HA has only authentication part. In this process, FA accepts request 

message 3 from MU and sends message 4 to HA. After getting and authenticating message 5 

from HA, FA calculates the new session key SKFM and its related verification message. Then 

FA sends message 6 to MU. The above process is performed via public channels fmch and 

fhch. The codes are showed as below. 

let FAProcess= 
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 in(fmch,xM1:bitstring); 

 new d2:bitstring; 

 let E5=mult(d2,P) in 

 let E6=h(concat((KFH,IDFA,IDHA,xM1,E5))) in 

 let M2=concat((xM1,E5,E6)) in 

 out(fhch,M2); 

 event FAstartHA(E6); 

 

 in(fhch,xM3:bitstring); 

 let 

(xxIDHA:bitstring,xxIDFA:bitstring,xxE1:bitstring,xxE3:bitstring,xxE4:bitstring)=xM1 in 

 let (xE7:bitstring,xE8:bitstring)=xM3 in 

 if xE8=h(concat((IDFA,xxIDHA,KFH,xxE1,E5,xE7))) then 

  event HAendFA(xE8); 

  let SKFM=h(concat((mult(d2,xxE1),xxE1,E5,IDFA,xxIDHA))) in 

  let E9=h(concat((SKFM,xE7,xxE3))) in 

  let M4=concat((E5,xE7,E9)) in 

  out(fmch,M4); 

  event FAstartMU(E9). 

The process of HA consists of two different parts. In the registration process, HA waits 

for registration message 1 from MU and responds message 2 to MU via a secure channel sch. 

In the authentication process, HA accepts request message 4 from FA and returns message 5 

to FA via a public channel fhch.  

let HAProcess= 

 let X=mult(xHA,P) in 

 out(cch,X); 

 in(sch,(xIDMU:bitstring,xC1:bitstring)); 

 let C2=xor(h(concat((xIDMU,xHA))),xC1) in 

 out(sch,(C2,X)); 

 

 in(fhch,(xM2:bitstring)); 

 let (xxM1:bitstring,xE5:bitstring,xE6:bitstring)=xM2 in 

 let 

(xIDHA:bitstring,xIDFA:bitstring,xE1:bitstring,xE3:bitstring,xE4:bitstring)=xxM1 in 

 if xE6=h(concat((KFH,xIDFA,IDHA,xxM1,xE5))) then 

  event FAendHA(xE5); 

  let E2'=mult(xHA,xE1) in 

  let IDMU'=xor(xE3,h(E2')) in 
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  if 

xE4=h(concat((h(concat((IDMU',xHA))),IDMU',IDHA,xIDFA,xE1,E2',xE3))) then 

   event MUendHA(E2'); 

   let 

E7=h(concat((h(concat((IDMU',xHA))),IDMU',xIDFA,IDHA,E2',xE5))) in 

   let E8=h(concat((xIDFA,IDHA,KFH,xE1,xE5,E7))) in 

   event HAstartFA(E8); 

   event HAstartMU(E7); 

   let M3=concat((E7,E8)) in 

   out(fhch,M3). 

The main process is modeled as parallel executions of multiple participants so the 

exclamation(!) point is placed in front of each subprocess.  

process MUProcess|!FAProcess|!HAProcess 

The third part is security property that defines all queries and authentication attributes. 

We check the secrecy of session key by attacker’s queries. The ProVerif query codes are 

defined as follow. 

query attacker(SKMF). 

query attacker(SKFM). 

Figure 1 demonstrates that attacker(SKMF)/attacker(SKFM) is not true in the results of 

attacker query. It deeply reveals that the session key is secure, and the attacker is unable to 

compute it by any method. 

 

Figure 1. The results of attacker’s queries. 

 

We defined ten events to evaluate the reachability of authentication in the model. 

event MUstartHA(bitstring). 

event MUendHA(bitstring). 

event FAstartHA(bitstring). 

event FAendHA(bitstring). 

event HAstartFA(bitstring). 

event HAendFA(bitstring). 

event HAstartMU(bitstring). 

event HAendMU(bitstring). 
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event FAstartMU(bitstring). 

event FAendMU(bitstring). 

We use correspondence assertions to verify authentication properties of three 

participants. In the formal proof, we construct five authentication correlations. The event 

MUstartHA(bitstring) presents the beginning of the record that MU has already performed the 

authentication process with HA. The event MUendHA(bitstring) presents the end of the 

record that HA terminates the authentication process with MU. The other events are similar to 

the two events. Reachability of all events is verified by the following ProVerif queries. 

query id:bitstring;inj-event(MUendHA(id))==>inj-event(MUstartHA(id)). 

query id:bitstring;inj-event(FAendHA(id))==>inj-event(FAstartHA(id)). 

query id:bitstring;inj-event(HAendFA(id))==>inj-event(HAstartFA(id)). 

query id:bitstring;inj-event(HAendMU(id))==>inj-event(HAstartMU(id)). 

query id:bitstring;inj-event(FAendMU(id))==>inj-event(FAstartMU(id)). 

Figures 2 demonstrate five correspondence query results are true, that is, the proposed 

protocol satisfies all authentication requirements. 

 

Figure 2. The results of correspondence queries. 
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6. Security analysis 

We will show that our scheme can resist a variety of attacks and possess some good security 

properties. 

6.1 Anonymity and unlinkability 

User anonymity and unlinkability are important properties of privacy protection. If messages 

{
1 2 3 4, , ,M M M M }and{

3C ,
4C , (.)h , P ,

HAX x P }stored in SC are captured, and the 

adversary wants to compute the user’s identity 
3 2MUID E h(E )  , he must calculate 

2 1 HAE d x P  or 
2h(E ) , but it’s hard even if he knows 

1d P  and 
HAx P , due to Elliptic 

Curve Diffie-Hellman problem (ECDHP). On the other hand, 
1d and 

2d are randomly 

chosen in different session, Therefore, the adversary cannot know the same MU in different 

session run. 

6.2 Impersonation attack and man in the middle attack 

Xiong et al.’s scheme suffers from impersonation attack, the reason is that 

5E P generated by FA, does not embed to 
8E . In our scheme, 

5 2E d P is generated 

by FA, and authenticated by HA using 
6 1 5( || || || || )FH FA HAE h K ID ID M E . After that, 

HA embed 
5 2E d P  to 

7 2 5( ( ' || ) || ' ' || )MU HA MU FA HAE h h ID x ID || ID || ID || E E , so 

that MU can believe
5E is authenticated by HA, and can use

5E and 
1 1E d P to generate the 

session. FA also believe
1 1E d P  is authenticated by HA by verifying 

8 1 5 7( || || || )FA HA FHE h ID || ID || K E E E . On the other hand, FA and HA are 

authenticated each other by using a pre-shared key 
FHSK .  

From the above analysis, we can know that our scheme can resist above two attacks. 

6.3 Two-factor security and offline password guessing attack 

On the one hand, when an adversary knows all data {
3C ,

4C , (.)h , P , X } in smart card, he 

can perform follow steps to guess MU’s password. Assume that an adversary has already 

intercepted all message from the public channels and MU’s identity
MUID . Then he selects a 

password 'MUPW  and calculates 
4' ( || ')MU MUy h ID PW C  , 

3( || ) ' ' || ' 'MU MU MUh ID x C y h(ID PW || y )   , and tries to verify 

4 1 2 3? ( || ) ' || || ||MU MU HA FAE h(h ID x ID || ID || ID || E E E ) . However, it is impossible, 

because he cannot calculate 
2 1E d X  from {

1d P ,
HAx P ,

2 3MUh(E ) ID E  } due to 

CDHP and one-way hash function. 
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On the other hand, if an adversary knows MU’s password but not knows 

{
3C ,

4C , (.)h , P , X }stored in SC, he cannot compute 
4' ( || ')MU MUy h ID PW C   and 

3( || ) ' || 'MU HA MU MUh ID x C y h(ID PW || y )   , so he cannot launch impersonation 

attack. 

Therefore, our scheme satisfies two-factor security. 

6.4 Replay attack 

In each session run of our scheme, 
1d and

2d are random integer numbers chosen by MU and 

FA, respectively, they are different in each session, so the replay attack is invalid. 

6.5 Perfect forward secrecy 

Since the session key is 
ET  , assume that all data stored in SC, MU’s 

EXPT , and the secret 

key 
HT   are compromised, an adversary cannot compute 

1 2d d P  due to ECDHP. Thus, 

the adversary can still not to compute 
FMSK . 

6.6 Known session key security  

Since an adversary cannot compute 
1 2d d P , so he cannot compute 

FMSK . On the other 

hand, even if the adversary knows one session key, he cannot compute the before and the 

future session keys, because
1d and

2d are random integer numbers and they are different in 

each session. 

6.7 Fair key agreement 

Because
1 2 1 2|| ||FM FA HASK h(d d P||d P d P ID || ID )  consists of two secret value 

{
1d ,

2d }, which chosen by MU and FA independently. 

6.8 Verifier stolen attack 

Because both HA and FA need not store user’s registration information, therefore, our scheme 

can resist verifier stolen attack.  

6.9 Session key unknown to HA 

In our scheme, the session key is 
ET  , where 

1d and
2d are random integer numbers chosen 

by MU and FA, and FMSK is computed by MU and FA, respectively. Therefore, HA can not 

know the session key. 
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7. Security and efficiency comparisons  

Since the latest schemes in [17,18] and [29-31] have relatively well computational efficiency 

and security. Therefore, we only give the comparisons between our scheme and these schemes  

in terms of security and efficiency, which are given in tables 2 and 3. According to [36], we 

know some computation costs are as follow. 

 

The unit cost of hash function: 
HT  0.0023ms;  

The unit cost of symmetric encryption or decryption: 
SET  0.0046ms; 

The unit cost of multiplication operation in elliptic curve cryptography: 
MT  2.226ms; 

The unit cost of modular exponentiation: 
EXPT  3.85 ms. 

 

According to tables 2 and 3, our scheme is more secure than others, and has acceptable 

efficiency. 

Table 2. Security comparison  

 
Farash et 

al.[29] 

Chaudhry 

et al.[31] 

Shin et 

al.[30] 

Kang et 

al.[17] 

Xiong et 

al.[18] 

Our 

scheme 

Anonymity and unlinkability × × × √ √ √ 

Session key security √ √ × √ √ √ 

Resist impersonation attack × √ × √ × √ 

Resist man-in-the-middle attack √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Two-factor security × × × × × √ 

Resist replay attack √ √ √ × √ √ 

Resist verifier stolen attack √ √ √ × √ √ 

Known session key security × × √ √ √ √ 

Session key unknown to HA √ √ √ × √ √ 

Perfect forward secrecy × × × × √ √ 

Fair key agreement √ √ √ √ √ √ 

 

Table 3. Efficiency comparison 

 
Farash et 

al.[29] 

Chaudhry 

et al.[31] 

Shin et 

al.[30] 

 Kang et 

al.[17] 

 Xiong et 

al.[18] 

Our 

scheme 

Total time 11
HT +4 8

HT +5
ET  12

HT +4 20
HT +2 17

HT +6
MT  17

HT +6
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SET  
SET +1

EXPT  
SET +3

EXPT  
MT  

Estimated 

time(ms) 
0.0437 0.0414 3.896 11.6052 13.3951 13.3951 

 

 

8. Conclusion 

In this paper, we point out some security flaws of Xiong et al’s scheme. First, an adversary 

can pretend to be FA and communicate with MU. Second, it lacks of two-factor security 

because an adversary can obtain MU’s password by launching off-line password guessing 

attack. Third, we found their scheme may be unworkable due to an error, which is easily to be 

fixed. Then we propose an improve scheme to fix these flaws. And it is proved that the 

proposed scheme is security and has some good security properties. Therefore, the proposed 

scheme can be used to the smart city.  
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